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SUMMARY: This paper describes a research which attempts to combine the advantages of human
analysts and computer automated processing for efficient human-computer symbiosis in geospatial
data fusion. Specifically, the experiments performed were related to the analysis of the potential use
of inhomogeneous (composed of different sources) stereo pairs for mapping dataset actualization.
Inhomogeneous stereo pairs were combined with images of the map to be updated along with actual
aerial images of the same territory. The anaglyphic product obtained after image processing of such
stereo pairs was demonstrated to human analysts (subjects) and stereo perception of such stereo pairs
was achieved. The most interesting finding of this experiment is the fact that some objects existing
only on the aerial photo appeared in the inhomogeneous stereo pairs as 3D. This effect is caused by
phenomena within the human eye-brain system known as human stereopsis, which is widely deployed
in photogrammetry. For the quantitative measurements of the effect obtained an eye-tracking system
was deployed. Analysis of human eye-movements (driven by conscious and subconscious brain
processes), while perceiving an inhomogeneous stereo dataset, provides a unique opportunity for the
human computer symbiosed geospatial systems. There are two potential outcomes of such approach:
a) interpretative – analysts’ gaze-fixation zones can help to localize the areas where mapping dataset
should be updated b) quantitative processing of eye fixations geometry during stereo model perception allows to transform the virtual 3D model to a geometrical one based on binocular summation
measurements deploying eye-tracking.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays vast amounts of remotely sensed geospatial data including real-time and
near real-time updated sources make the problem of geospatial data fusion and mapping/GIS dataset actualization very important. Timely updating of mapping products in an
automatic way is complicated by the fact that multi-sensor geospatial data is burdened by
multiple errors. Therefore, geospatial analysts’ involvement in mapping product actualization is still necessary in geospatial production environments. The fusion of geospatial data
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from multi-sensory and multi-temporal imaging and mapping sources has the potential to
improve robust intelligence systems in significant ways. Potential applications for robust
intelligence systems that use fused geospatial data include: terrain and planetary visualization and exploration; environmental GIS from battlefield surveillance; 3D multisensor nondestructive inspection; global guidance navigation of manned and unmanned robotic
platforms; forensic; and homeland security related scenes analysis. Geospatial processes
that support such proposed intelligence systems include: 1) registration (the spatial
alignment of geospatial data sources in one coordinate system); 2) mosaicking (the creation
of composite data sets; and 3) 3D measurements of the shapes and spatial dimensions of
specific objects. State-of-the-art multi-sensor geospatial data fusion processes (NGA
GGIS), (USGS Antarctica), (Abidi & Gonzales, 1993) use sophisticated and automated
workflows based on the following processes: pixel-level fusion (Gonzalez et al.,1994),
(Delanoy et al., 1991); feature level fusion (Nikolov et al., 2003), (Piela, 2003); discrete
and adaptive model matching (Hamilton and Kipp 1993, Petrovic and Cootes 2007);
decision level fusion (Silk et al., 1991), (Singh et al., 2006); and multiple-level fusion (Chu
et al., 1992), (Roy et al., 2008).
Aerial image interpretation and fusion has a longer history than the history of computerized technologies because analysts interpreted these images before the era of computers.
Specifically, described in this paper research was inspirited by analog technology known as
Interpretoscope of Carl Zeiss Jena used for aerial photo interpretation and maps update in
the early 80s. The name of this device came from Latin word interpreter – explain and
Greek word skopéo – observe. The device allowed for the interpreting of stereo pairs of
images of the same scale and different scales (up to 1:7.5) and performing of simple
measurements and cartographic functions. Some modifications of this device were produced with a pair of stereoscopes for conversations between analysts. The modern geospatial image analyst operates with softcopies of source images and deploys special imaging
workstations such as ENVI, ERMapper, ERDAS Imagine etc. In most other ways, the
operational workflow of a modern image analyst is very much similar to hardcopy technology realized by the Interpretoscope (Zoom-in, Zoom-out, Spatial Associations Analysis,
Make decision, Label Object).

Fig. 1. Carl Zeiss Jena analog Interpretoscope (Gupta, 2003)
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In terms of Interpretoscope it is attempt to realize in a digital way technology when it
was possible to update map during steroscopic fusion of this map with newer aerial image
and perform cartometric measurements on this dataset. These kinds of processes were stateof-the-art at times when Interpretoscope was deployed in research and production environments. Described here approach can be termed as “technology fusion” encompassing
photogrammetry, cognitive neurosciences and computer vision technologies.
2.

HUMAN-STEREOPSIS IN PERCEPTION OF BI-SENSOR/BI-TEMPORAL
DATA

Described in this paper approach makes use of well-known properties of cyclopean
vision, the brain’s ability to merge separate retinal projections into a single visual representation. In normal human vision, each eye receives a different two-dimensional retinal
projection of an object. These two retinal projections are offset by the lateral distance
between the two eyes, a phenomenon known as binocular disparity. The visual system
calculates the relative depth of an object with respect to the object that the eyes are fixated
on. The perception of three-dimensional depth from two disparate retinal projections is
called stereoscopic depth perception, or stereopsis (Qian, 1997). Normal human stereopsis
requires that projections of viewed object be present in both left and right retinal images.
When monocular projections to the retina are similar or identical, a unified binocular
representation is formed. This process is called binocular fusion (Liu, Tyler, & Schor,
1992). It is also possible for humans to perceive three-dimensional depth information about
an object when a retinal projection of the object is present in one eye only. In our pilot
experiments, analysts viewed two images (a stereopair) through anaglyph glasses, which
separated the visual information accessible to each eye. A target object (for example,
a white box, as shown in Figure 2) was presented in the view for one eye, but absent in the
view of the other eye.

Fig. 2. Example of bi-temporal stereo-pair
Despite the fact that the target object is present in one image only, the cyclopean percept of the stereopair includes a three-dimensional representation of the target image.
In this unified percept, one of the stereopair images appears to be semi-transparent and
overlaid on top of the other image (Figure 2).
This percept can be explained by the phenomenon of binocular summation (Liu, Tyler,
& Schor, 1992). Anaglyph glasses present images dichoptically (a separate image shown for
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each eye). When pair of low contrast images is shown dichoptically, a dichoptic plaid is
created consisting of the images overlaid on each other. The perception of a dichoptic plaid
results from a process of binocular summation. In this process, dissimilar monocular
images reach consciousness at the same time, and their effects are added up, point by point.
Each image contributes to a unified perception while retaining its own distinct properties.
(Liu, Tyler, & Schor, 1992). In our pilot experiments, participants also report a percept of
a dichoptic plaid while viewing dissimilar stereopairs of bisensory images (images
representing the same spatial location obtained by different sensors). Figure 4.5c shows
a stereopair of bisensory images and a resulting dichoptic plaid. The goal of our research is
to measure the 3D properties of objects perceived during dichoptic viewing of (Liu, Tyler,
& Schor, 1992) bitemporal and biosensor stereopairs. We used eyetracking methodology
to compute the fixation point of each eye as the analyst views a pair of dissimilar images
through analglyph glasses. Eyetracking is a non-invasive methodology that records
the position of the fovea during viewing. The fundamental assumptions of eyetracking
methodology are that the eye fixates on objects of interest during visual attention
(Duchowski, 2003), (Just & Carpenter, 1976).
3.

RESEARCH EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION

Computing depth from binocular disparity is of interest to the geospatial information
sciences because it can be used to automate quick depth calculations. Our research experiment uses dichoptic devices (separate images presented to the left and right eyes) to study
foveal fixation during underlying stereopsis A common method of presenting dichoptic
images is through anaglyph imagery. In this process, the analyst views a pair of specially
prepared images through spectacles with lenses of two different colors, usually red and
cyan. Each individual anaglyph image is composed of two superimposed images, which
represent the same object at two views slightly offset from each other. Each layer of an
analglyph image is printed in a different color. The analyst views the merged image through
the colored lens absorbing light from one view of offset image, so that images received by
the analyst's left and right eyes are offset with binocular disparity. Alternative technologies
for separating the two views in a dichoptic pair are: polarization; temporal separation by
shutter-glasses: chroma-stereoscopy; and auto stereoscopic displays utilizing spatial
separation by lens or silts. Eyetracking technology can compute the depth of a fixation
point from the binocular disparity and express the disparity numerically. While observing
a scene, the optical axes of both human eyes are naturally directed to the same point on the
object. This is particularly true for visual perception of stereoscopic images on a computer
screen. Human eyes move very rapidly while scanning images and the result of this scan is
sent to the brain. Our previous research (Levin et al., 2008a), (Levin et al., 2008b) recorded
participants' eye movements while they observed the virtual stereoscopic models and used
eyetracking protocols to identify fixations. The fixations are assumed to be feature points of
the viewed objects and are used to reconstruct 3D geometric models by applying classical
stereo photogrammetric procedures. This eyegrammetric approach is useful for 3D models
restoration measured by stereopsis. As show in Figure 4.1 this method is not applicable for
binocular summation estimation because one of the inhomogeneous stereopairs images
does not contain the same features.
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Fig. 3. Difference between a) stereopsis and b) binocular summation image features based
points matching
During binocular summation, the human brain makes “guesses” of where the corresponding feature should be. 3DGICS binocular summation reconstruction consists of two
problems: 1) how to select from the left and right eye fixation cloud points (depicted in
Figure 4-2a) the optimal combination of gazes from the left and right eyes; 2) Determining
accuracy of the 3D estimates, expressed in eye vergence angles. The following approach is
proposed to solve the first problem:
1. Image feature pixel is selected by of corner detection algorithms (Harris, 1988)
and applied to the center fixation or cursor position if a cursor-click measurement
was performed by the analyst to measure the point.
2. Selecting image feature where exist by corner detection algorithm and then search
of corresponding eye-gaze vector as the most satisfying for classical co-planarity
photogrammetry equation.
3. Selecting corresponding left and right gaze pair by least-square optimization.
4. 3D coordinates of points are computed from the stereo-pair system transformed to
3D geographical coordinates (latitude, longitude and altitude).
4.

INHOMOGENEOUS STEREOPAIRS PREPARATION TECHNOLOGY

For the eye-tracking experiments we generated anaglyphic bi-sensor and bi-temporal
stereopairs using terrestrial digital photographs and online photogrammetric and map
actualization data and system developed by Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing Department of Warmia and Mazury University in Olsztyn, Poland. Figure 4 depicts user interface
of this inline mapping tool which we used for imitation of stereo-mode of map renovation
of Interpretoscope. It is visible from Figure 4 that map components and aerial image
components represents the same spatial extent. However, stereopair composed of this image
sources is inhomogeneous and can be perceived stereoscopically only due to binocular
summation human-vision effect. We generated several datasets composed of geospatial
images of known geometry. Some examples are shown below in Figure 5. Our challenge
was to compare 3D depth measured on standard stereopsis and binocular summation vision.
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Fig. 4. User interface of online map actualization system used to generate
bi-sensor/bi-temporal stereopairs

Fig. 5. Images from research experiments, showing stereoscopic input and cyclopean percepts
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This comparison can give a proof-of-feasibility of using inhomogeneous stereopairs in
geospatial data processing. Specifically, depth measurements can be and indicator of the
facts how eye-tracking derived binocular summation parallaxes are different from respective parallaxes derived for the same stereopairs in normal stereopsis mode. As it is known,
stereo measurements by human operators were widely deployed in analog photogrammetry
era. Definition of operator ability of 3D perception and “personal difference” were some
biometric procedures which were commonly used at those times in photogrammetric
production environments.
5.

EYE-TRACKING EXPERIMENT SETUP AND DATA COLLECTION
PROCEDURE

We have performed a several research experiments following this methodology using
Seeing Machines facelab 4.0 eyetracking system of (SM), shown bellow:

Fig. 6. Eye-tracking experimental setup
Experiments were collected with to following sequence:
• 2D and 3D(wearing anaglyphic glasses) calibration of eye-tracking system with
subject;
• recording of eye-movements protocols simultaneously with 3D cursor fixation on
virtual 3D model;
• detection of eye-fixations in eye-movement protocols corresponding to mouseclick events;
• calculation of relative depth based left and right eye fixations corresponding to
measurements and calibration parameters;
• comparison of relative depth for normal stereopsis and binocular summation cases.
To perform 3D calibration we used control points in the geographical 3D space. Specifically, we used StereoGIS (SimWright) workstation provided by SimWright. Figure 7
depicts generated anaglyphically test image from StereoGIS and used for the measurements
on eye-tracker.
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Fig. 7. a) Stereopair processed on StereoGIS and used for 3D calibration; b) stereoscopic
cursor used for control synchronization of attention eye-fixations with manual control
measurements procedures
Graphical illustration of eye-movement trajectory and parallaxes for inhomogeneous
case is presented on Figure 8.

Fig. 8. Left (white) and Right (yellow) eye-movement trajectories, corresponding fixations
and parallax definition principles
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6.

EXPERIMENT RESULTS
Results of 3D processing recorded images are summarized in Table 1 below.

Table 1 shows that binocular rival measurements provide about 70% of 3D depth
measurement accuracy compare to ground dimension, and demonstrates the feasibility of
the proposed system.
7.

CONCLUSION, OUTLOOK AND FUTURE WORK

Described approach establish significant elements necessary to establish a working prototype of a cognitive geospatial viewing platform that will address the limitations of current
systems, such as noisy data, sensors of different modality, image scale, resolution, and pseudostereo. The goal of cognitive approach to human-centric geospatial data processing is to combine
human stereo-perceptual ability with the computational power of computers to build a HumanComputer Symbiosis platform for robust intelligence in the domain of geospatial imaging.
Future developments will be devoted to the integration of the developed approach
with state-of-the-art geospatial imaging interpretation environment. The tasks to initiate
stereoscopic viewing are eyetracker calibration, selecting images and rough registration to
align the two images. In addition, eyetracker calibration is required periodically during the
stereoscopic viewing. Consequently, we will use a dual monitor system: one monitor
devoted to 2D viewing for calibration and image selection and another monitor devoted to
stereoscopic viewing. The left and right images will be selected by database queries and
selection from annotated thumbnail images. The initial registration will be accomplished by
selecting corresponding points on the left and right image. At any time, the analyst can
switch to stereoscopic viewing by glazing on the second stereoscopic monitor. Initial design
of the future system’s human-computer interface is depicted on Figure 9

Fig. 9. Human-computer interactions initial design
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The tasks during stereoscopic viewing are fine registration of the images, visually navigating the image, recording and annotating portions of the views. During registration and
navigation, the analyst will need to simultaneously scale, translate and rotate the two
images individually and simultaneously. Voice commands interface potentially will make
analysts’ work more efficient.
Potential applications of the described research when will be developed till technology
stage include: 1) expansion to motion imagery; 2) integration with state-of-the-art geospatial environments; and 3) expansion to other knowledge domains, such as medical radiology and geophysical data interpretation.
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SYMBIOZA MÓZGU CZŁOWIEKA Z KOMPUTEREM PRZY SPRAWDZANIU
AKTUALNOŚCI HETEROGENICZNYCH DANYCH GEOPRZESTRZENNYCH
SŁOWA KLUCZOWE: komputer, aktualizacja, dane geoprzestrzenne, obraz cyfrowy, model stereoskopowy, oko ludzkie, pomiar stereoskopowy
STRESZCZENIE: W artykule opisano badania, które mają na celu zintegrowanie możliwości ludzkiego
umysłu oraz automatyzowanych procesów opracowania dużych zbiorów danych na komputerze do
projektowania skutecznego systemu symbiozy człowieka z komputerem przy opracowaniu danych
geoprzestrzennych. Eksperymenty w szczególności były związane z analizą możliwości wykorzystywania heterogenicznych (uzyskanych z różnych źródeł) stereogramów dla aktualizacji map i baz danych
SIP. Heterogeniczne stereogramy stworzono z mapy rastrowej i aktualnych obrazów cyfrowych. Anaglif
uzyskuje się po standardowemu opracowaniu obrazów i wykorzystuje się do stereoskopowego oglądania
terenu (model 3D). Najbardziej interesującym fenomenem tego eksperymentu jest fakt, że niektóre
obiekty, zarejestrowane tylko na aktualnym obrazie cyfrowym, pojawiły się na heterogenicznych
stereogramach w postaci 3D. Ten efekt leży w granicach wzrokowo-mózgowego systemu, znanego jako
widzenie stereoskopowe, który szeroko wykorzystuje się w fotogrametrii. Dla oceny parametrów
uzyskanego stereomodelu wykorzystano eye-tracking system. Analiza ruchów ludzkiego oka, którymi
rządzą świadome oraz podświadome procesy mózgowe, w procesie obserwacji obiektów na heterogenicznym stereogramie – jest źródłem unikalnej informacji dla systemów analizowania danych geoprzestrzennych, zbudowanych na symbiozie ludzkiego umysłu z komputerem.
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